
GRC Expands Global Footprint by Opening
Operations in India
With an increased demand for data center immersion cooling, GRC opens an office in
India, to serve the fast-growing Asian digital infrastructure market, meeting data
center cooling challenges.

GRC’s Peter Poulin Named One of Data
Economy’s  Top  50  Most  Influential
Climate  Leaders  in  Data  Centers  and
Cloud
Data Economy’s list showcases leadership in sustainability through new innovations,
business acumen, & industry reach, leading to reduced carbon footprints.

GRC  to  Provide  All-in-One  Immersion-
Cooling  Server  Systems  Through
Collaboration with Dell
IT and data center leaders can now acquire an all-in-one server system that is
optimized for GRC’s ICEraQ™ and ICEtank™ modular, rack-based immersion cooling
systems

GRC  and  Asperitas  Partner  to  Dispel
Data  Center  Immersion  Cooling
Misconceptions
New website dedicated to educating data center operators and users on immersion
cooling will provide facts and FAQs about immersion cooling technologies

GRC  Announces  New  OEM  Partnership
Agreement  with  Hewlett  Packard
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Enterprise
IT leaders can now acquire an all-in-one system that includes HPE servers optimized
for GRC’s ICEraQ™ micro-modular, rack-based immersion cooling system

GRC  and  NVIDIA  Team  Up  on  Liquid-
Immersion  Cooling  System  for  TACC’s
Newest Supercomputer, Frontera
GRC’s ICEraQ™ will help power discoveries from the nation’s top computational
scientists working on the world’s largest academic supercomputer

GRC  Launches  the  ICEraQ  Micro,  an
Immersion  Cooled  Micro-Modular  Data
Center Solution
ICEraQ™ Micro enables IT managers and other data center operators to successfully
meet the demands of next generation applications such as AI and IoT, as well the
proliferation of edge data center deployments.

GRC Partners with Prasa to Bring Liquid
Immersion Cooling to Data Centers in
India
Through this new partnership, Prasa will bring GRC’s high quality immersion-cooling
products, including ICEraQ™, ICEtank™, HashRaQ™, and HashTank™ to the Indian data
center market, which is one of the largest in the APAC region.

GRC Announces Licensing Agreement with
Nihon Form Service to Tailor GRC’s Data
Center Immersion Cooling Technology for
The Japanese Market
Partnership will enable NFS to leverage GRC’s intellectual property to develop
solutions tailored to the unique needs of one of the largest data center markets in
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Asia Pacific

GRC  Celebrates  Ten  Years  at  The
Epicenter  of  Liquid  Immersion  Cooled
Data Centers
At tenth anniversary, Artificial Intelligence, High Frequency Trading, Blockchain
and
Super Computing continue to be significant sources of growth
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